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             MATHS ASSIGNMENT-2  

CHAPTER -QUADRILATERALS

 Before  knowing, what is
Quadrilateral
You need to know first:-

CURVE - A figure formed on a plane
surface by joining a number of points
without lifting a pencil is called a
curve.
OPEN CURVE - A curve which does
not end at the same starting point or
which does not cut itself is called an
open curve.
CLOSED CURVE - A curve which cut
itself or which starts and ends at the
same point is called closed curve.
SIMPLE CLOSED CURVE - A closed
curve called simple closed curve
which does not intersect itself.
POLYGON - A polygon is a closed
figure bounded by three or more line
segments .



                    QUADRILATERAL
A simple closed figure bounded by
four line segments is called
quadrilateral.  It has four sides. 
The sum of all angles of a
quadrilateral is 360° 
       



TYPES OF A QUADRILATERAL

(1) PARALLELOGRAM 
A quadrilateral in which opposite
sides are parallel and equal is called
parallelogram.
       PROPERTIES :- 
- opposite sides are equal and
parallel.
- opposite angles are equal 
- diagonals bisect each other 
                 ELEMENTS  OF      
                 PARALLELOGRAM
 - Two pair of opposite sides
 - two pairs of opposite equal angles
 -  four pair of adjacent sides
 - four pair of adjacent angles



(2) RECTANGLE
A parallelogram each of whose angle
is 90° and diagonals are equal , is
called a rectangle.
        PROPERTIES:-
 -opposite sides are equal and   
    parallel
 - each angle is 90°
 - diagonals are equal 
 - diagonals bisect each other 

( 3) SQUARE 
A quadrilateral in which  all the sides
and angles are equal , is called a
square.
                     PROPERTIES:- 
  - all the sides are equal and parallel 
  - each angle is a right angle
  - diagonals are equal 
  - diagonals bisect each other at a 
    90° 



(4 ) RHOMBUS 
A parallelogram having all it's sides
equal , is called a rhombus .

        PROPERTIES:-
 - All  sides are equal
 - opposite angles are equal
 - diagonals bisect each other at a    
     right angle

(5) TRAPEZIUM 
A quadrilateral in which two opposite
sides are parallel and the other two
opposite sides are non-parallel   ,is
called a trapezium.
If two non parallel sides of a
trapezium are equal , then it is called
an isosceles trapezium.



( 6 ) KITE 
A quadrilateral in which two pairs of
adjacent sides are equal , is called a
kite .
       PROPERTIES:- 
 - Diagonals bisect each other at right 
   angles 
  



     POLYGON
 A polygon is a simple closed curve
formed of only line segments.
A triangle is a very common
examples of a polygon.

    CLASSIFICATION OF POLYGONS 
A polygon said to be a triangle,
quadrilateral , pentagon,hexagon,
heptagon, octagon,......,n - gon
according as it's number of sides ( or
vertices)  i.e.,3,4,5,6,7,8,....., n
respectively.

DIAGONALS:- 
The line segment joining any two non
consecutive vertices of a polygon is
called it's diagonal.

                           CONVEX  &. CONCAVE
                             POLYGON 

A polygon is said to be convex if it
has no portion of it's diagonals in it's
exterior , otherwise it is said to be a
concave polygon.



  REGULAR AND IRREGULAR P
   POLYGON:- 

 A polygon which is both '
equiangular' ( has all angles of equal
measure) and 'equilateral' ( has all
sides of equal measures ) is called a
regular polygon 
For example:- square and an
equilateral triangle

A polygon which is equiangular but
not equilateral is called an irregular
polygon .

NOTE:- 
- SUM OF ANGLES OF TRIANGLE IS
180° 
- SUM OF ANGLES OF PENTAGON IS
540° 
- SUM OF MEASURE OF EXTERIOR
ANGLES OF POLYGON IS 360° 
- EACH ANGLE OF A REGULAR
POLYGON OF "n " SIDES WOULD BE
(n - 2) ×180°/n 



SOLVED EXAMPLES:- 

Question 1:- 
Find measure x in figure .

SOLUTION:- 
 x +90°+50°+110°=360° ( Sum of
exterior angles of any polygon is
360°) 
x + 250°= 360°
x = 110° 
Hence, the value of x  is 110° 

QUESTION 2:- 
Find the number of sides of a regular
polygon whose each exterior angle
has a measure of 45°. 

SOLUTION:- 
Total measure of all exterior angles
=360° 
Measure of each exterior angle =45°
Therefore, the number of exterior
angles =360/45
             =8 



The polygon has 8 sides.

QUESTION 3:-   
RENT is a rectangle . Its diagonals
meet at O . Find x , OR = 2x+8 and 
OT= 3x +1 .

SOLUTION:- 
OT is half  of the diagonal TE .
OR is half of the diagonal RN .
Diagonals are equal here (RENT is
rectangle) 
so, their halves are also equal.
Therefore,
   3x + 1= 2x + 4
   x=3

QUESTION 4:- 
In figure , HELP is a parallelogram
( Lengths are in cms ) . Given that
OE= 4 and HL is 5 more than PE .
Find OH .



                                                           L

 H

SOLUTION:-
If OE=4 then OP also 4 
so , PE = 8 ( PE= OP+OR) 
Therefore  HL = 8+5 
                          = 13 
 Hence, OH = 1/2 ×13
                      = 6•5 cms
TRY TO SOLVE THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS IN YOUR SCHOOL
MATHS COPY:-

      


